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In a multinomial multivariable model that adjusts for period of admission, age, sex, 

deprivations and ethnicity we do not observe any increase in hospital case fatality rates 

(hCFR) in the period during which VOC2020-01 (Lineage B.1.1.7) emerged in England (figures 

1 and 2). Rather we continue to observe reduced hCFR in all subsequent months compared 

to March 2020 at peak of wave 1 and stable hCFR in September through December. 

As previously observed increasing age continues to be the strongest determinant of hCFR in 

terms of magnitude of hazard, followed by male sex. There remains increased hazard 

associated with Asian (both S & E) and “Other” ethnicity and with multiple deprivations. 

In one region, despite being busy, the R&D team covering two large hospitals at one trust 

have maintained CO-CIN submissions during the period when VOC emerged and became 

dominant (figure 2 and 4). This allows a natural observational experiment in a controlled 

setting with granular analysis of impact of emergence of VOV. In this controlled setting we 

do not observe statistically significant change in hCFR associated with proven infection with 

VOC compared with non-VOC. 

Limitations: Following reprioritisation of all observational UPH studies from start of 

November, data return from CO-CIN is reduced and not evenly distributed. We are missing 

outcomes for about half of cases admitted in late December. It is likely that the busiest 

trusts are underrepresented in CO-CIN. COG sampling in NHS admissions (pillar one) is 

sparse, but none-the-less has been linked to 21882 cases in ISARIC CCP-UK / CO-CIN data. 

21596 cases of non-VOC and 286 of VOC has been identified. However, as the majority of 

cases of VOC were admitted in December, we only have outcome for 143 VOC cases. This 

report was written at pace based on COG data extracted on 09JAN2021 and linked to CO-

CIN data on 16JAN2021. There is no source verification. An independent analysis of the 

same data is being done by the University of Liverpool analysts. 

Conclusion: We do not see a strong early sign of increased hCFR in patients admitted to 

hospital in the period that VOC2020-01 (Lineage B.1.1.7) emerged. 
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Figure 1. Whole CO-CIN Cohort. Standard survival analysis. No adjustment for informative censoring. 

 
Figure 2. Whole CO-CIN cohort. Standard survival analysis. No adjustment for informative censoring. 
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Figure 3. Single NHS Trust (two hospitals). OR of death by VOC, age and sex patients admitted between 1st October and 
14th December. 

 
Figure 4. Single NHS Trust (two hospitals). OR of death by VOC, age and sex patients admitted between 1st October and 
14th December. 


